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Instrumentation Technology Systems (ITS) announced an upgrade to the widely accepted
6980G-HD/6041G-HD HD-SDI
SDI Video Inserter
Inserters, the KL option. When the KL option is
installed, the inserter is capable of adding two KLV metadata packs in the VANC space of
any 720p, 1080i or 1080p (including 3G) video stream in real-time frame-to-frame. These
packs can each transport data at rates of up to 14 Kbytes/second. Each KLV pack can carry a wide range of data organized in
up to 64 separate fields. Each field can be defined as binary, ASCII, signed or unsigned integers,
integers or single/double precision
floating point values. This market leading capability enables customers to permanently synchronize imagery with relevant
data and transport it all in a single stream rather than separate video and data streams that must be correlated later.
Concurrently with this hardware upgrade, ITS released the KLV Software Toolkit. The toolkit transforms the KL Option
hardware capability into a user customizable tool for acquiring, transporting, displaying and extracting KLV data.
ITS is the first to deliver an end-to-end
end source-to-destination
source
fully customizable metadata solution for HD-SDI
HD
without having
to dig into the details of forming metadata packs. The KLV Software Toolkit is comprised of four parts that give the user full
control
ontrol over the design and format of data content, full control of data transport, display and extraction, a test vehicle to
evaluate the metadata key design and a utility that can read, parse and format extracted data files frame
frame-by-frame. The four
software tools are:
KEYTEMPLATE©; A KEY CONTENT AUTHORING
AUTHORIN TOOL
The KeyTemplate©, an MS Excel workbook, enables the development of
a complete KLV content design from key assignment through the detailed
use of each byte and data format.
A key may be designed to be all binary data; a format with which the
6980G-HD/6041G-HD will do no processing, only insertion into the
assigned KLV pack; transport only.
Alternatively, the key content may be fully defined with scaled values,
decimal point assignments and text strings.
CONFIGURATION UTILITY (KL
L VERSION);
VERSION) DATA TRANSPORT, DISPLAY
SPLAY & EXTRACTION TOOL
T
The KeyTemplate© design may be imported into the 6980G-HD
HD Configuration Utility (KL version).
version) The
Configuration Utility has two modes, metadata write and metadata read. In write mode
m
user can assign which pack
incoming data is to be assigned, select which fields if any are to be
displayed (monitored) on the video frame as data is being written to
the KLV packs.
In read mode, the system can be instructed to extract the KLV
content
nt and pass it through to the Ethernet interface unprocessed;
transport only. It can also be loaded with the key design.
design The user
may then select which fields (one to all) that are to be parsed,
formatted and displayed and where (row and column) on the frame
the field should appear as each incoming KLV pack is extracted.
The Configuration utility may also be set to receive extracted KLV
content over Ethernet from a receiving 6980G-HD
6980G
(read mode) and
save each block of content to a user selected file for later decode
parsing and analysis.
KEY TEST
The Key Test GUI is used to read the KLV content design created by the KeyTemplate© and enable a designer/user
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to input test data via the metadata writing unit Ethernet port. Test data blocks may be sent at repetition rates of 1, 10,
25, 30, 50 and 60 Hz simulating the supported video frame rates of
the 6980G-HD.
HD. This utility provides a test platform to evaluate the
key design itself and the end-to-end
end results of the total system.
KEY READ
Key Read GUI is used to decode, parse and format the previously
extracted content that was saved to a file with the Configuration
Utility (KL version).. All fields of data are displayed one frame at a
time. When extracted, each frame record may include the frame
timestamp. The frame time stamp provides a means to directly
correlate each record to the frame in which it was originally recorded. The
he source code of this utility is also furnished
to assist in developing in-house
house software to read and interpret extracted KLV data.
This total system is the first of its kind and simplifies the use of metadata for engineering and test uses.
The KL Software Toolkit is included free of charge with the purchase of the hardware upgrade
upgrade. The KL option is also a field
upgradeable feature that extends this important capability to existing
exi
owners of the 6980G-HD
HD or 6041G
6041G-HD
ITS will release a similar upgrade for the 6055C multichannel HD inserter product line in Q1 2014
2014. ITS is accepting orders for
the 6055C-nxHD with this option (-KL) now.
now As with the 6980G-HD/6041G-HD,, the KL option will be field upgradeable.
To learn more about these authoring, transport, test and extraction capabilities, email sales@ITSamerica.com,
sales@ITSamerica.com or call our
offices to receive a copy with all of the details.
details
Instrumentation Technology Systems is the leading innovator of HD-SDI video insertion products, GPS synchronized time
standards, IRIG time code generators, readers and displays located in Northridge, California, USA.
ITS is a small
all business that designs and manufactures all of our products in the United States.
The company serves customers worldwide with distributors in the US, the UK, Australia,
Australia Brazil and Taiwan and has sales
representation nationwide.
For more information go to our website at www.ITSamerica.com, call our offices at 818-886
886-2034 or send us an email at
Sales@ITSamerica.com
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